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Things Made Visible

Abstract
This book is a compilation of photographs of everyday objects/scenes, integrated with the appropriate type choices and type orientation, that create a defining commentary of the individual pictures. The goal of the book is to magnify the defining characteristics of my photographs to the person who may not initially recognize them.
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things made visible
Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere.
Albert Einstein

recognizing what is initially unseen - imagining what is feasably reconcilable
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Make an empty space in any corner of your mind, and creativity will instantly fill it.

Dee Hock
Before you save the world, you’ve got to save your seat.

Anonymous
Every person is like a single tulip. While they may blend when together, each one is special in its own light.

Daniella Kessler
You don’t have to cook fancy or complicated masterpieces—just good food from fresh ingredients.

Julia Child
When your dreams turn to dust, vacuum.

Wolfgang Riebe
Do not swear by the moon, for she changes constantly, then your love would also change.

William Shakespeare
I thank God for my handicaps, for, through them, I have found myself, my work, and my God.

Helen Keller
Ah, that is a perfume in which I delight; when they roast coffee near my house, I hasten to open the door to take in all the aroma.

Jean Jacques Rousseau
In the bleak midwinter, frosty wind made moan,
Earth stood hard as iron, water like a stone;
Snow had fallen, snow on snow, snow on snow,
In the bleak midwinter, long ago.

Christina Rossetti
Wisdom sails with wind and time.

John Florio
The miracle isn't that I finished... The miracle is that I had the courage to start.

John Bingham
We are free to yield to truth.

Horace
No bird soars too high if he soars with his own wings.

William Blake
Friendship is the golden thread that ties the heart of all the world.

John Evelyn
How dreary - to be - somebody!
How public - like a frog - to tell your name -
the livelong June - to an admiring bog!

Emily Dickinson
If music be the food of love, play on.

William Shakespeare
Love is a fruit in season at all times, and within reach of every hand.

Mother Teresa
Do not go where the path may lead; go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.

Ralph Waldo Emerson
The pearl is the queen of gems and the gem of queens.

Anonymous
And those who were seen dancing were thought to be insane by those who could not hear the music.

Friedrich Nietzsche
Sometimes life has a way of putting us on our backs to force us to look up.

Charles L. Allen
A bird doesn't sing because it has an answer, it sings because it has a song.

Lou Holtz
Cowardice... is almost always simply a lack of ability to suspend functioning of the imagination.

Ernest Hemingway
As iron is eaten away by rust, so the envious are consumed by their own passion.

Antisthenes
Honesty is like an icicle; if once it melts that is the end of it.

American Proverb
You’ll never find a rainbow if you’re looking down.

Charlie Chaplin
When words become unclear, I shall focus with photographs. When images become inadequate, I shall be content with silence.

Ansel Adams
Youth itself is a talent -- a perishable talent.

Eric Hoffer